
Dear Cody, 

A little "BIRDIE" told me you were above 

"PAR" when it comes to being the best 

husband. Of "COURSE" I already knew that. 

You always help me by "CHIPPING" in when I 

need an extra hand, and you make my spirits 

soar like an "EAGLE" whenever I'm in a 

"BOGEY" mood, or "TEE'D" off.  No one needs 

to "HIT" me over the head with a "CLUB" to 

tell me I "SCORED" a "HOLE IN ONE" when I 

married you. 

I'll be "FORE"ever grateful to be your wife.  

 Love, 

Kerstin 

P.S. You make my heart "PUTTER" every time 

you're a "ROUND"!! 

 



I have a “ball” every 
time I’m with you! 

 

You knock my “socks” off! 

 

I’ll never throw the “towel” 
in on our marriage! 

 

 

You’re such a “tee’s” and 

I love it! 

 

 

 

 

 



Put first clue on towel that says:  

Good Morning Sweetie, today is your lucky day! Follow the 

clues to find your wayGo to a place where you find things in a 

pair…another little hint…it’s something you wear!  (That leads him to the 

socks) 

Then on the socks put the clue:   Your next clue will be found on a thing you 

like to tease, when you find it give it a kiss and a big squeeze.  

That lead hi  to the bab ! A d the bab  was b  the bo  of tees  pi ed to the bab ’s shirt was the e t 

clue:    Daddy, you’re doing a great job, you’re well on your way, 
next clue will be found where I like to play!    (In the play pen was the new 

box of golf balls). 

On the golf balls was the next clue that says:         We’re having a ball, now now let’s 

go for a ride, we’ll start by driving in the car and end up where 

you hit a line drive!     (Golf Course) 

 


